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- Introduction/Overview

- Licensed Wireless Microphones Registrations Discussion
  - With discussion of identification of non-TVWS available channels for wireless microphones

  Break

- Unlicensed Wireless Microphones Registrations Discussion

  Lunch

- Available Channel Calculations
  - Database Administrators Working Group Presentation
  - Discussion

- Data Issues
  - PLMRS facilities outside the channel 14-20 designated market areas
  - LPTV/TV translator receive channel update facility
  - Offshore Radio Telephone Service southern boundary
  - Registration of temporary BAS fixed links
  - NRAO and VLBA station coordinates

- General Issues and Discussions

- Database Synchronization and Interoperability
  - Database Administrator Working Group Presentation
  - Discussion

- Ad Hoc Discussion of Other Issues
  - Final Approval and Testing of Database Systems
  - Database Application and submission process
  - Security
  - Compliance and Enforcement

- Wrap-up/Next Meeting